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Abstract
Understanding high pressure behavior of homogeneous as well as heterogeneous materials is
necessary in order to address the physical processes associated with hypervelocity impact events
related to space science applications including orbital debris impact and impact lethality. At
very high impact velocities, material properties will be subjugated to phase-changes, such as
melting [1] and vaporization [2]. These phase states cannot be obtained through conventional
gun technology. These processes need to be represented accurately in hydrodynamic codes to
allow credible computational analysis of impact events resulting from hypervelocity impact. In
this paper, techniques that are being developed and implemented to obtain the needed shock
loading parameters (Hugoniot states) for material characterization studies, namely shock velocity
and particle velocity, will be described at impact velocities up to 11 km/s [3,4]. What is new in
this report is that these techniques are being implemented for use at engagement velocities never
before attained utilizing two-stage light-gas gun technology [5,6].

Introduction
Historically, suites of diagnostics and experimental techniques have been used to measure

high-pressure, high temperature material properties resulting from impact [7]. These techniques
have allowed measurements of the shock-Hugoniot, shock-loading and release behavior, material
strength, shock-induced melting, and shock-induced vaporization processes in materials. All
these techniques have realized material properties to form databases to develop constitutive
models to represent material behavior under dynamic loading. Titanium alloy, specifically, Ti-
6A1-4V, is used in these studies mainly because it is known to be &acture resistant and has been
launched intact to 16 km/s. This same alloy is therefore being characterized as a standard
material for use as the flyer-plate in this study. The existence of an accurate database for use as a
well-known standard material will facilitate the equation-of-state (EOS) development of other
engineering materials, particularly those used in space applications. This technique allows
development of equation-of-state data and models of materials never before laboratory tested at
impact velocities exceeding 11 lcrds

Symmetric impact experiments, conducted at impact velocities of 11.2 km/s introduce a
shock up to a stress level of approximately 300GPa in this alloy. Impact velocity of the flyer-
plate is determined radiographically and by interferometric, VISAR (Velocity Interilerometer
System for Any Reflector), techniques. The VISAR [8] measures the flyer-plate acceleration
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history which can be used to estimate the thermodynamic state of the flyer-plate prior to impact;
in other words, the temperature of the flyer-plate. This will be discussed later in the paper.

Until recently the highest-pressure states in materials have been achieved from impact
loading techniques from two-stage light gas guns with velocity limitations of approximately
8km/s. The determination of EOS and thermodynamic states of materials in the regimes of
extreme high pressures is now attainable utilizing the three-stage launcher. The implementation
of this technique described in this paper will facilitate the EOS database that is needed for use
with hydrodynamic codes.

History of the Three-Stage Launcher

The three stage-light gas-gun, also referred to as the hypervelocity launcher, was developed in
the early nineties [9]. Since then its capabilities have been enhanced to achieve higher
engagement velocities up to 16km/s [2, 4]. A variety of experimental techniques have also been
developed for use with applications such as shock-induced vaporization studies [2] or to assess
impact damage to substructures [10]. In these early investigations, experimental transit times
were in the range of lrnicrosecond to over 100 microseconds after impact. The experimental
studies in the above investigations do not require a high degree of precision to obtain high
accuracy.

Previous shock loading and release studies on aluminum and titanium alloy at impact
velocities of 10km/s [1] emphasized the need to implement experimental techniques that required
a much higher degree of precision in support of EOS studies. It is the purpose of this paper to
describe the methods that have been employed to achieve a higher precision needed for EOS
studies. These techniques also allow an assessment on the flyer-plate conditions prior to impact
such as tilt, bow, impact velocity and the thermodynamic state of the flyer, namely its density
and temperature prior to impact.

The Sandia hypervelocity launcher, the three-stage gun, is briefly described here. A two-
stage projectile is accelerated and impacts a stationary flyer-plate (Figure 1a), which is
subsequently launched at velocities from 8km/s to greater than 11 lank depending on the two-
stage light-gas gun (TSLGG) projectile impact velocity. The loading pressure pulse on the
flyer-plates must be uniform and time-dependant to prevent the melting or vaporization of the
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Figure 1 (a) Two-stage projectile and third stage flyer-plate configuration. (b) Graded density
impactor with TPX facing impacting the stationary flyer-plate. (c) X-ray radiograph of typical three-
stage flyer-plate traveling at 11.1 Ian/s.

flyer-plate. To accomplish time-dependent loading, carefi.dly designed graded-density materials
[11,12,13] on the TSLGG projectile are used. When this graded-density assembly, shown in
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Figure l(b), is used to impact a flyer-plate, the time-dependant pressure pulse introduces nearly
shockless, megabar pressures into the flyer-plate [6,12,13].

This pressure pulse must also be tailored to prevent spallation of the flyer-plate. This
technique is now routinely used to launch 17-19mrn diameter, 0.6mm to 1.0 mm thick titanium
flyers to better than 11 km/s and a typical flyer-plate (radiograph) is shown in Figure l(c).

Two-Stage Projectile

The TSLGG projectile for these experiments is an integral part of the technique to launch
plates to high velocities and subsequently used to obtain EOS data at extremely high pressures.
The projectile velocity must be known to better than 0.2Y0,the graded density impactor must be
intact, and the tilt of the projectile upon impact must be small for proper tlmee-stage flyer-plate
launch.

The projectile velocity is measured using a new technique call the Qptical ~eam
Reflectance (OBR) system (Figure 2a). In these studies, five (5) fiber probes (indicated in
Figure la) are located in the barrel extension with approximately 57mm separation, and overall
separation of about 228 mm. The dimension of each station segment is known to 0.025mrn. The
output of the OBR is shown in Figure lb (three outputs – typical - are shown from a low velocity
shot). The transit time of approximately 20 WSbetween each station is determined to better than
2ns. The implementation of this system clearly allows projectile velocity determination [27] to
better than 0.2% [14,15,16].
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Figure 2 Cutaway drawing of the OBR system. System is shown only for one port. Typical OBR
output signals,

The OBR concept shown in Figure 2a uses a fiber bundle, a photomultiplier tube, laser
and recording system. The fiber probe in has a 200um center fiber surrounded by nine 100 urn
fibers. The larger centered fiber is aligned [14,27] to transmit the laser light while the
surrounding smaller nine fibers collect the reflected light from the moving projectile and is
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transmitted to the recording system. All return fiber outputs are coupled into the photomultiplier
tube, which reduces timing and risetime uncertainties.

Flyer-plate:

Following the launch, to obtain the EOS data the flyer must be intact, flat, the
thermodynamic state known, and the velocity must also be well known for use in planar impact
experiments. The determination of the flyer-plate impact velocity is crucial for obtaining
accurate EOS measurements. As described above, the graded density impactor on the two-stage
projectile is used as an impactor to accelerate a stationary flyer-plate to velocities greater than 11
km/s. For typical light gas gun operations, impact velocity is easily attainable to an accuracy
better than 0.2’XO.In this study the methodology used to determine and estimate the flyer-plate
impact velocity is described below.
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Figure 3. VISARprofiles mapping flyer-plate acceleration history.

A series of experiments were conducted to map the acceleration history of the flyer-plate
using a velocity interiierometer (VISAR). In addition, flash radiography was also used to
determine the terminal velocity. Typical velocity profiles obtained (Figure 3), map the entire
acceleration history prior to achieving terminal velocity. X-ray measurements of the flyer-plate
velocity were also determined over propagation distances of about 250 mm. These flyer-plate
velocity measurements using VISAR and radiography are shown in Table I. Based on the fringe
sensitivity used in the velocity interferometer, the terminal flyer-plate velocity is determined to a
precision better than 0.6Y0. The X-ray measurements over the distances previously mentioned,
indicate a precision in velocity measurements to better than 0.2°/0.

In these experiments, the exact dimension of the graded-density material is known. Also,
the TSLGG projectile velocity is measured to precision better than O.1’Yo.The impact velocity,
dimensions of the graded density assembly on the projectile and the flyer-plate dimensions were
then input into the finite difference hydrodynamic code, CTH, to calculate the flyer-plate
velocity. As indicated in Table I, the results of the code calculation for the flyer-plate velocity
agree remarkably well (approximately 10/0for most tests) with the experimental measurements.



Table I. Comparison of calculated and experimental flyer plate velocity. The dimensions of the graded-density
materials and is impact velocity is also indicated.

Test GradedDensity ImpactorDimensions Two-Stage VISAR Xray CTH
(TPX/Mg/Al/Ti/ Cu/Ta) Projectile Flyer-plate Flyer- Flyer-plate

(mm) Velocity Velocity plate Velocity
(km/s) (km/s) Velocity (km/s)

(km/s)
HVLTi-2 1.02110.60910.48310.376 10.31211.089 6.33 9.80 ND 9.71
HVLTi-3 0.84210.47910.40410.323 / 0.25410.744 6.74 10.23 10.50 10.49
HVLTi-4 0.80710.44510.41410.315 10.26410.757 7.22 11.04 11.05 11.13
HvLTi-5 0.51310.31010.48010.226 10.15210.528 7.32 11.15 11.24 11.25

The agreement between the experiments and calculations is approximately 1-2%, (for the
series of experiments conducted to characterize the flyer-plate acceleration histories) and is
within the accuracy of the plate-velocity measurements. The impact velocity for the EOS
experiments were therefore calculated using the CTH code and the known dimensions of the
flyer-plate, graded-density impact materials, and the impact velocity of the two-stage gun
projectile (Table II).

Table H. Experimental parameters for the graded-density assembly used to launch flyer-plates for the EOS
experiments. The calculated flyer-plate velocity based on CTH code is also shown.

Test Graded Density Impactor Dimensions Two-Stage CTH
(TPX/Mg/Al/Ti/ Cu/Ta) Projectile Flyer-plate Velocity “

( ) Velocity (km/s) (km/s)
HVLTi7-P 0.97810.617 10.48:/:.371 10.31511.089 6.28 9.50
HvLTi8-P 0.87410.49310.40710.328 10.25810.809 6.69 10.40

It is very crucial that the impact velocity of the two-stage projectile be determined to within
0.2% so that the flyer-plate terminal velocity can be predicted to approximately 1-2Y0.

Upon impact, edge-release waves emanating fi-omthe outer edge of the flyer-plate will
decelerate the flyer-plate at its edges. This would have the net effect of introducing a velocity

\TPX Buffer

Flyer-plate

_ Guard Ring

TPX Buffer

Figure 4. Design of the flyer-plate showing the concept of a guard ring and a concentric flyer. X-ray
radiograph indicates the “shape” of the slower moving guard ring, while the flyer-plate traveling at 11.1 km.ls
remains intact and flat.



gradient during the acceleration phase with the edges moving slower than the terminal velocity.
To insure that the flyer-plate is launched intact, the guard ring geometry (shown in Figure 4) is
used in all experiments. The guard ring design for the flyer-plated is introduced mainly to
prevent the flyer-plate bowing during the acceleration phase. The absence of the guard ring
would not only induce bowing-but it would also have the tendency to fi-acture the plate. The
measurement for the tilt and bow of the flyer-plate is discussed in a later section.

As mentioned above, a time-dependent pressure pulse is used to launch the flyer-plate.
As a result of using quasi-isentropic compression pressures approaching a megabar, the flyer-
plate will experience a temperature increase. The temperature of the flyer after launch was first
estimated from CTH simulations. These indicated that the temperature in a flyer-plate launched
to better than 1lkrn/s and initially at room temperature reached 700K when no deviatoric or
plastic effects were modeled. When these effects were included in the constitutive models used
in the simulation, the temperature in the plated reached an equilibrium value of approximately
1200K when the plate reached terminal velocity. Therefore, in this investigation, a warm Ti-6Al-
4V flyer-plate would impact a Ti-6Al-4V target (300K) at room temperature, calculationaly.

We then used a temperature measuring pyrometer to experimentally measure the surface
temperature of a flyer plate during the launch process. Care was taken to shield the pyrometer
fi-omstray light. Two experiments were conducted. These indicated, conservatively, that the
temperature did not exceed 850K when the flyer reached a terminal velocity of 10.4 km/s, or
650K when it reached a velocity of 9.8 lurds. We chose to use these values, rather than the
higher temperature estimate from CTH, as upper bounds for the temperature increase of the flyer.
From room temperature (300K) to 850K, the coefficient of linear expansion of Ti-6Al-4V varies
nearly linearly from 8.7e-06 to 10.4e-06 mm/mm/K and then levels off [19]. For simplicity, we
will use 10.4e-06 mm/mm/K for all temperatures, recognizing that we will be predicting too
great a change in density at temperatures below 850K. With this value, the predicted densities
are 4.368 and 4.341 g/cm3 at 650 and 850K, respectively.

In summary, these are technically not symmetric impact experiments. Hence, to use “
impedance matching techniques for analysis, a Hugoniot for the warm flyer-plate needs to be
established to determine the particle velocity in the target plate. In the following, the steps taken
to estimate a Mie-Gruneisen equation of state model for Ti-6Al-4V at 1200K are described. The
same EOS model is used in all experiments in order to estimate the maximum correction
required in determining the particle-velocity in the shocked target material.

The CTH distribution contains a SESAME table model of the equation of state of
pure titanium including its vapor, liquid, and solid phases. The BCAT program [17] of the CTH
distribution was used to obtain points on the model’s prinicpal Hugoniot and on one based at
1200 K and OGpa. The principal Hugoniot was well described by straight line in the Us, up
plane;

Us=co + sup, (1)

where CO= COCom=4.7911mlis, s =Scom = 1.242. The warm material was also well described

by a (1) with the parameters

co w = 4.715 kII1/S, S’v = 1.240 (2)

From the parameters for the warm and cold material we calculated the correction factors,

rC= cow/cocOLDand r, =s w/s cOLD (3)

for the corresponding COands values in equation (l).
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The Hugoniot for Ti-6Al-4V [18] is well described by;
u,= 4.973 + 101llUP (4)

Where c.= 4.973 ands = 1.111. It was then assumed that the warm Hugoniot of Ti-6Al-4V
based at Opressure and 1200K would also lie on a straight line. The “new” co and S were
estimated by multiplying the intercept (CO=4.973) by the correction factor rCand the slope (s=
1.111) by r,, obtaining the relation;

U,= 4.893 + 1.109uP (5)
The density of Ti-6Al-4V at 1200K is estimated to be pO=4.296 g/cm3, based on the room-
temperature density p.= 4.419 g/cm3 and the coefficient of linear expansion of Ti-6Al-4V, which
is approximately 10.26 e-06 (mm/mm/K) above 1140 K [19].

To summarize, this analysis indicates that the Hugoniot for the warm material can be
represented by its new density, at the warm temperature of the plate, and a new coefficient “c”.
The slope of the U, - UPcurve is very nearly the same in each case.

Target Configuration

In this study, a titanium alloy,Ti-6Al-4V (6’Kowt. Aluminum and 4’%wt. Vanadium) was used to
establish it as a standard material for EOS investigations. The target was fabricated fi-omTi-6Al-
4V as a “two-stepped-target” (Figure 5) and aligned for planar impact from the flyer. As shown
in Figure 5, unlike previous studies (23,24), two different sized holes were drilled into the target
on two separate diameters. The outer diameter, which is referred to as the “A” Plane has twelve
locations for (6) anodized self-shorting pins and (6) 100wy diameter optical fiber “needles”.
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Figure 5. A drawing of the anodized pins and fiber-optic needles target configuration.

The fibers are inserted in a 500um syringe (hence the reference of the fibers as “needles”). The
center of the target uses either a pin or a needle, which is on the “A” Plane as well. Inside the
A-plane diameter is another twelve pins and needle locations which are distributed over the “B”
plane and are located in the same angular positions to that of the A-plane pins and needles.

The pins and needles are inserted into the drilled holes, which have a clearance of about
0.02-O.03mm. Because of the tight tolerance for the clearance holes and radii dimension call out,
the pin radii will vary by less than 0.5 mm and the fiber radii will be better than O.lmm. The
angular separation of the pins and needles is 60° +/- 1°.



For these experiments, the hole depth is accurately known to within 0.02mm and the
surface finish uncertainty is approximately 10um. This results in an uncertainty of approximately
1-2% in estimating the sample depth; i.e.. thickness dimensions.

Shock Velocity Measurements

The experimental premise for the EOS experiments is determined by the Rankine-
Hugoniot relations [20], which are based on the conservation of momentum, mass, and energy
across the shock Ilont wave as it travels through matter. These relations are:

P-P. = po(us-llo)(llp-llo); (0

v = vo[l-(up-u.)/(u,-uo)]; (7)

E-E. = %(P+PO)(VO-V) (8)

where PO,PO,VO,EOand UOare, initial pressure, density, specificvolume, specific internal
energy, and the mass velocity of the material. P, V, E, are the final shock pressure, specific
volume, and specific internal energy respectively, and Us is the velocity of the shockwave and up
is the mass velocity behind the shock front. Thereby we have four initial state and five final state
variables.

In most instances all of the initial-state variables are Imown and two of the final state
variables are either known or measured. The remaining final-state variables can then be obtained
from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. In these experiments, the initial states PO,pO,EOand UO
are known. The shock velocity, U,, is measured in these experiments and up is deduced from the
impact velocity, since the impact conditions impact conditions are very nearly symmetric. If the
experimental conditions were exactly symmetric then the material velocity (up) behind the shock
front is one-half the impact velocity. However, since the flyer-plate temperature is warmer then
the target (which is at room temperature) plate the warm Hugoniot for Ti-6Al-4V is used to
determine the material velocity behind the shock in the target plate.

Shock wave velocities are determined by measuring shock transit times over a known
distance between two parallel planes in the target. In these experiments, the planes are about
2mm apart and shock transit times are of the order of 150-200ns measured with two types of
time-of-arrival detectors (anodized pins and needles). All cable lengths and fiber runs are
identical to within 0.4ns and the recording instrumentation has sub-nanosecond time resolution.

Care was taken to ensure that the location of the pins and needles were such that the edge
release disturbance starting from the A-plane pin or needle did not interfere with those detectors
on the B-plane. In particular, the target was designed so that the radial distance between the
time-of-arrival detectors on the A plane and the B plane was always appreciably greater than the
distance between the two planes. This ensures that edge release waves emanating on the A
plane, would not interfere with the arrival of the shock front at the B plane. Two-dimensional
simulations of the experimental geometry verified that one-dimensionality plane loading
conditions were maintained during the shock transit time between the two planes.

Electrical pins work extremely well at high-pressure regimes attained from conventional
TSLGG, and at three stage light-gas gun impact velocities. In addition to the anodized pins, we
have utilized fiber-optic “needles” as a passive time of arrival detector. Since the dimensions of
the fiber optic cables are smaller than that of the electrical anodized pins, it becomes an ideal



detector, and has the potential of being employed in smaller diameter samples to measure transit
times smaller than those used in this study-and to the same degree of precision

The fibers consist of Polymicro 100 pm diameter, pure fised silica core inserted into a
500 pm tube and its end coated with a thin metal layer, normally aluminum, thick enough to
shield any extraneous light. As the shock front arrives at the tip of the fiber, the fiber lurninesces
[21,22] and sends a signal to an optical detector at the other end. The optical detectors used for
these tests were low-noise photomultiplier units electronically modified to obtain ins-rise times.
The reasoning for embedding the fiberheedle assembly in the target, as indicated in Figure 5, is
to ensure that all of the fibers have the same external configuration. This is significant so that
the mechanism of luminesces as the stress front arrives, is identical in all instances. The same
holds true for the anodized pins. The pins are placed also in a tight tolerance drilled hole. This
shields the pins from extraneous sources such as ionized gases, or ejects from the material.

Having established shock velocity detectors and utilizing the described target
configuration, if impactor and target were pefiectly flat and parallel, arrival times on a given
plane would occur simultaneously. However, tilt and shock front distortion (bowing of the
impactor) will cause the arrival times to be at times quite different-even similar to the transit time
between the two planes. To understand arrival times properly, the shape and orientation of the
shock front must be known. The data-analysis techniques for shock velocity measurements
taking into considerations for bow and tilt have been documented [23,24], and are also used in
our current studies to allow a precise measurement for shock velocity.

Results and Conclusions

Shock-Velocity Determination

The technique described in the earlier sections is designed to measure shock velocity.
The shock front produced in the target will depend on the “shape” of the impactor as it strikes the
surface of the target. Therefore, a convex or concave impactor will produce a convex or concave
shock front. Figure 6 depicts the shock front arrival on both the A & B planes. Notice that the
time of closure resulting from tilt over an impact diameter of 13mm is better than 12 ns.
Likewise the B plane fiber closure time indicates better than 6ns closure over a diameter of
6.5mm.
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Figure 6. Typical Output of the photomultiplier tubes indicating the arrival of the shock front at
the respective locations. Note the risetime of the output signals is about ins.
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Table III
Vll us up P Tilt Bow

Shot Sensors Iun/s Iun/s Iun/s (GPa) (mrad) (ns)
HvLTi7-P 9.77 10.44’ o.&l.4

Pins 10.616 4.737 222.239
4.272 -lo

Fibers 10.564 4.746 221.569 2.904 -10

HVLTi8-P 10.4 11.03’ 0.459
Pins 10.983 5.044 244.828 5.303 4.718

Fibers 11.074 5.028 246.060 8.223 5.805

* Average of two sensors

An analysis of the experimental records, indicated in Figure 6, suggests that the flyer is
axially symmetric; the two circular arrays of needles produce the same tilt angle of the impactor
(with respect to the target), and the impact distortion is parabolic. The data from the fibers
indicate a flyer-plate bow of 5ns and a corresponding tilt of about 8.5 milliradian. The precision
of our diagnostic system is better than a nanosecond, which translates to a shock velocity
measurement of approximately 11 km/s to +/- 0.05 Ian/s for this experiment.

Comparing the fiber-optic needle data with the anodized pin data that was on the same
experiment provided redundancy while validating the new technology of using fiber-optic
needles to obtain shock velocity. As shown in Table. III, the pin and needle shock velocity data
was comparable for the tests that were performed. The different estimate for the times
representing the bow is due to the difficulty of placing both an anodized pin and a fiber-optic
needle at the center. This uncertainty is conjectured to be due to the inherent differences in the
two types of time of arrival detectors diagnostic response with respect to each other.

Even though a limited number of experiments are indicated in this report, results of other
experiments on other materials [25] do indicate that the shock velocity measurements are
determined to an accuracy of better than 1-2Y0.
Particle-Velocitv Determination
As mentioned previously, to determine a complete EOS of a material, one needs to measure two
physical quantities at high pressures. In this study, both shock velocity and particle velocity
measurements are made. To determine the particle velocity, impedance matching technique [26]
used. This is indicated in Figure 7. In the figure the common solution to the straight line CA and
the Hugoniot for warm Ti-6Al-4V centered at VI is solved to obtain the particle velocity UPin the
material resulting from impact. These results are shown in Table III. Using the Rankine-
Hugoniot relations, one can determine the stress-volume relations from equations (6) and (7) as
the following:

P=p. usup (9)

v= VO[l-(UJUJ] (lo)

These results are summarized in figures 8; 9, and 10 as U, - UP,P - UP,or P – V relations. A
linear least square’s fit from the data shown in Figure 8, can be expressed as;

—



The current U, and impact velocity is determined to an accuracy of approximately 1.OYO.This
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limits the particle velocity determination to an accuracy of approximately 2.OYO.Future
improvements to the technology will focus upon determining the impact velocity directly during
the experiment. This will, however, require that the sample dimensions be smaller than those
used in our current investigation. This can be done by improvements in the time-resolution of
the time-of-arrival detectors either by using streak camera recording devices or complimenting
hose studies with the use of a continuous Line VISAR. Increasing the precision to better than a
factor of two appears easily attainable.

To summarize, a technique has been developed to estimate the equation of state of materials
using the three-stage light-gas gun also referred to as the Hypervelocity Launcher in the
literature. In this study we are reporting the first EOS measurements of materials at impact
velocities to better than 11 lank..
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